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SHOSTAKOVICH FILM SERIES

TOTAL PLAYING TIME:  61:37

Byelorussian Radio and TV Symphony Orchestra
Walter Mnatsakanov, conductor

* Minsk Chamber Choir (Director: Igor Matukhov)

MUSIC FROM THE FILM ZOYA, OP. 64 (1944)
8. Song About Zoya (8:02)*
9. Invasion (Allegretto) (5:21)
10. Execution (Adagio) (6:26)
11. Victory (Tempo di marcia) (4:33)
12. Apotheosis (Adagio) (6:44)

MUSIC FROM THE FILM THE YOUNG GUARD, 
OP. 75 (1947–48)
1. Introduction (5:49)
2. By the River (4:08)
3. Scherzo (5:06)
4. Turbulent Night (3:35)
5. The Song of the Young Guard Members (3:43)
6. Death of the Heroes (4:52)
7. Apotheosis (3:27)

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH (1906–1975)
SUITES FROM FILM SCORES (arranged by Levon Avtomyan)
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Shreds and patches are all the west tends to know of Shostakovich’s music for film.
Studies of the composer tend to be selective on the cinematic front, even though
the last two of the 42 volumes in the Shostakovich Edition are devoted to film
scores, and suites arranged by others (including the two on this disc) have been
published separately. Filmgoers’ handbooks, notoriously Americocentric, rarely list
all 34 films  with original scores by Shostakovich: Halliwell’s Filmgoer’s Companion
gives five, one (Bondarchuk’s War and Peace) a misattribution. Part of the problem
stems from the propagandist nature of so much Soviet cinema, and the easy as-
sumption — especially since 1985 — that the results must be of a mediocre quality.
The dubious Shostakovich of Testimony asserts that Soviet film-making was “an in-
dustry not an art” and that being part of it was the only thing that fed and clothed
him during the difficult years: but his populist vein never became a cynical one, and
the greater percentage of his film-music remains of a remarkably high quality.
That includes the scores for Zoya, filmed in 1944 by Leo Arnstem, a director of

some sensitivity, and The Young Guards, which — coming as it did in the wake of
the 1946 official attacks on literature and cinema — plays safer with the same theme
of Soviet youth’s heroic wartime activities but came under official fire even so and
had to be “revised” accordingly. It is difficult to believe Shostakovich’s public decla-
ration that “I was thrilled at the idea of composing music for The Young Guards.”
Harder still to credit his “intentions” of “writing an opera about the heroes of this
group.” Yet the subject is a stirring one and has little to do with Stalin’s cult of per-
sonality (though a speech from the Leader and Teacher eagerly heard over the air-
waves by the young people and their families forms the climax to the film’s first
part). The Young Guard was formed in 1942 — efficiently, and not out of haphazard
enthusiasm, the authorities were to insist when they criticized the film — in the Ger-
man-occupied mining town of Krasnodon and carried out countless acts of suc-
cessful sabotage before five of its ringleaders, three boys and two girls, were caught
and quickly became Soviet martyrs. Fadeyev’s novel treats the subject, we are to
believe, powerfully and unsentimentally; the charm of Sergei Gerasimov’s film rests
in the natural portrayals of several young actors, though there is little narrative ten-
sion throughout the total two-and-a-half hour length.
Shostakovich’s music for The Young Guards is striking and apt, though not as ex-

tensive nor as “symphonic” (his word) as the score for Zoya. Levon Avtomyan’s
suite, published in 1954 and featured on this recording, includes most of the plums
but omits the brooding Prelude to Part One (all that appears of the musical numbers
in the Shostakovich Edition) and the solo-string love-music (brief as that is). Avto-
myan’s Introduction plunges in with the anthem of Komsomol heroism, a theme as
memorable as Eric Coates’s Dambuster’s March, if shorter-winded. It makes its ini-
tial, discreet appearance after the first heroic deed, young Oleg Koshevoy’s torching
of Nazi headquarters and later — with gruesome incongruity — at the enthusiast’s
stringing-up of a traitor. The way it sweeps into a bracing Allegro vivo here follows
the course of the Prelude to Part Two. By the River frames the stealthy music that
accompanies the young men as they swim across the Donets, guns held aloft on

their way to liberating a prison camp (in their underpants!), with a lyrical muted-
string miniature in the finest tradition (one thinks of Walton’s string pieces in his
Henry V music) used discreetly in scenes of family suffering. Avtomyan develops the
Scherzo from a brief suggestion at the height of the camp-liberation.
Numbers Four and Six represent Shostakovich in familiar darker vein: the clipped

brass at the start of Turbulent Night accompany the Young Guards’ reaction to unex-
pected arrests, the noble string adagio their rallying, while the music for Death of the
Heroes, beginning with a slow, tragic premonition of the First Cello Concerto’s open-
ing theme, twice illustrates the dreadful sites of murder and martyrdom (never actu-
ally shown, only hinted at); the expected triumph of the perorations unfolds at a
memorial service for the young heroes and heroines. Several patriotic strains are de-
fiantly delivered throughout the course of the film, along with a great deal of Russian
song-and-dance but not the jaunty Song of the Young Guardsman, which would ap-
pear to be an Avtomyan-orchestrated supplement.

Zoya is an earlier exploration of similar territory, though with no print available in any
British library I must take the intelligent word of Jay Leyda’s classic Russian film history
Kino that “both Zoya and Eisimont’s film of Leningrad children, Once There Was A Girl,
have poetic qualities that distinguish them from all other films of the period.” 18-year
old Zoya Kosmodemyanskaya, the partisan tortured and hanged for her vital work be-
hind German lines, became an even more individual symbol of freedom-fighting youth
than the members of the Young Guard: the intimate moments of Shostakovich’s score,
not least the touching valse lente for two muted violins shortly after the opening trum-
pet fanfares of Avtomyan’s suite, effectively reflects the poetry Leyda praises.
Many of Shostakovich’s 18 chronologically-ordered surviving numbers for Zoya

find a place in the six-movement suite — once again the work of Avtomyan. The In-
troduction conflates three of them, leaping to the end of the film for the winsome 9/8
choral celebration of Zoya’s martyrdom, while Invasion begins with another calm
tribute to Zoya’s beautiful soul before the tension mounts (as it does in the corre-
sponding film-score sequence; Avtomyan extends the sense of drama by tacking on
the previous number). A longer-spanning slow movement is needed, a tragic Re-
quiem for Zoya, and so Avtomyan does the composer proud by marrying the more
somber essence of the film-music with an arrangement of Shostakovich’s Four-
teenth (E-flat Minor) Prelude from Op. 34 (also arranged, more famously, in similar
funeral-music-for-brass colors by Stokowski). Effective public ceremony provides
the necessary contrast in the effortless blending of two march-sequences, while the
finale begins with a slice of atmosphere from the film’s early stages and then gives
us the splendid “Number 30: Moscow” in its entirety, a symphonic brightening of the
mood which moves, via a slice of Mahlerian nature-poetry (horns, strings and harp)
to a surprise apotheosis: an arrangement of the final “Slava!” chorus from Glinka’s
Ivan Susanin (as A Life for the Tsar was then known). Shostakovich transcends the
communist-versus-fascist theme of the Great Patriotic War and sets Zoya alongside
Susanin in the annals of Russian, rather than merely Soviet, heroism.
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THE SONG OF ZOYA

Walter Mnatsakanov’s career began in the mid-1960s when the
young conductor, a graduate of the Moscow (1953-58 – choirmas-
ter) and Leningrad (1961–66 – opera and symphonic conductor)
Conservatories, began his professional activity at the Chelyabinsk
Opera and Ballet Theater where he performed La Traviata,
Rigoletto, Don Carlos, Tosca, Prince Igor, Eugene Onegin, Swan
Lake, The Nutcracker, Peer Gynt, Giselle and others. He continued
his conducting work with symphony orchestras in Minsk, including
the Byelorussian Bolshoi Theater Orchestra and the Byelorussian
Conservatory Opera Studio and in Grozny, where he was chief con-
ductor of the Republican Symphony Orchestra. During these years,
Mnatsakanov extended his repertoire which presently embraces
symphonies by Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Schumann, Rachmaninoff,

Brahms, Shostakovich, Khachaturian, Kancheli, Szymanovsky and
others. He worked with many renowned Soviet perform-
ers including Pavel Serebriakov, Rudolf Kerer, Oxana
Yablonskaya, Boris Gutnikov, Ruben Aharonian, and Igor
Oistrakh as well as soloists from France, Germany, Yu-
goslavia and other countries. He continues to be invited
to conduct various orchestras in Russia.

Apart from his main work as a conductor, Walter
Mnatsakanov has been actively involved in teaching and
writing music reviews since 1980. In addition, under
commission from the State publishing house Musika, he
has made a great number of symphonic transcriptions
for piano and piano four/hands.

BIOGRAPHY

Pesnya iz fil’ma Zoya (slova: K. Somonov)

Strana etu pesn’ts materinskoyu laskoyu
Zapela nad dochernim prakhom sklonennaya,
Pro Zoyu, pro devushku, stavshuyu skazhoyu,
Umershuyu, i diya bessmertia rozhdennuyu.

Rodnaya zemlya rodila yee smeloyu,
Velikiy narod vospital yee gordoyu,
I virosla doch’, kak berezon’ka belaya,
Kak russkoe serdtse pryamaya i gordaya (x2).

The Song of Zoya (text: K. Somonov)

The Motherland, bent over her daughter’s ashes,
Sings this tender maternal song
About Zoya, the girl, who has become a legend,
Who died and was born for eternal life.

The native land inspired her with courage,
The great nation educated her with pride,
And the girl has become as fine as a white birch,
Like the Russian heart, she was frank and noble (x2).


